MC-3000 CO2
MC-3000 CO2 Flying Laser Marking Machine

PARAMETERS

Rated Power: 30W
Weight: About 66KG
Dimension: 660*750*1420mm
Materials: Aluminum structure
Power Supply: 220V; 50HZ
Marking Range: 70*70/100*100mm
Marking speed: 10000mm/s
Cooling mode: Fan cooling
User Interface: High integrated control board, Embedded 7 inch industrial control screen, Dynamic & Static dual-purpose control system
External Socket: USB
MQ-G Co2
MQ-G CO2 Flying Laser Marking Machine

PARAMETERS

Rated Power: According to different model.
Weight: About 58KG
Dimension: 860*630*1500mm
Materials: Aluminum structure
Power Supply: 220V; 50/60HZ
Marking Range: 70*70/110*110/150*150mm
Marking speed: 10000mm/s
Cooling mode: Fan cooling
User Interface: Mac Flying marking system, Machine plug-in 10 inch